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Renault topped the urban crossover sales in Europe last year with their attractive 
Captur and in a way it has been re-invented for 2017.                                                           
Style wise it has moved closer to the Kadjar and it remains an eye catcher thanks to a 
two tone body colour scheme with the addition of three new colours, Desert Orange, 
Ocean Blue and Amethyst and a Mercury option for the roof.                                           

Should you decide on a Captur, then you 
can make your very own fashion 
statement as there are more than thirty 
combinations to suit your taste.                                         
Exterior customisation packs are 
available with a choice of six colours:  
Ivory, Blue, Brown, Red, Chrome and 
Orange and these are complemented by 
seven different interior packs now 
available in:  Ivory, Blue, Caramel, Red, 
Chrome, Bronze-tinted Chrome and 
Smoked Chrome.                                                                     
Behind the wheel this Renault has one 
major appeal, it is fun to drive and for 
good measure it is a practical means of 
transport.                                                                           
There is a certain ruggedness with this 

model, I would describe it as a mild SUV, yet it has the quality of a well appointed 
hatchback.                                                                     
Built on the same underpinnings as the fourth-generation Clio, but the platform has 
been lengthened to create a more spacious cabin and increased load space. Wider 
track also ensures confident, comfortable 
and stable handling.                                                                                           
Packed with technology designed to 
make life easier. There are three 
multimedia systems according to 
equipment level: R&Go, Media Nav and 
R-LINK.  Even from its entry equipment 
level, the Captur is completely 
connected courtesy of the new version of 
R&Go, Renault’s simple, smart system 
that transforms the user’s smartphone 
into a connected tablet installed in its 
universal cradle.                                     
This practical system enables you to 



intuitively access the car’s most useful functions, including navigation (through an in-
app purchase), telephone, multimedia 
and vehicle data.  
Mid-range versions are equipped with 
MediaNav, a comprehensive multimedia 
system that offers the best value for 
money on the market based on the 
wealth of features it incorporates: 
navigation with traffic information, 
Bluetooth , audio streaming via the 
user’s smartphone and a display for the 
optional reverse parking camera, plus a 
Driving Eco2 function to optimise 
driving performance and fuel 
consumption.                                                                                
R-LINK provides this Renault with an 

advanced multimedia system with a seven-inch screen.                                                                                
This system   incorporates navigation with real-time traffic updates, 3G connectivity, 
Bluetooth®, media playback (photos, videos) and a wide variety of applications via 
Renault’s R-LINK Store, as well as management of the vehicle’s driving aids.               
For the first time, R-LINK is compatible with Android Auto which is offered as 
standard.  
The latest Captur is the first A or B-segment Renault to offer this advanced 
technology. Renault has worked with BOSE to create the Premium sound system  
which transforms the cabin into a veritable concert hall, producing authentic, clear 
and realistic music worthy of a live 
performance.  
Power choice, five different petrol and 
diesel engines, TCe 90 and TCe 120 
petrol engines, plus the dCi 90 and dCi 
110 diesels. All have been engineered 
using  
Renault’s race-winning Formula 1 
expertise to be compact, light, smooth  
and flexible.   
Transmissions available a 5-speed 
manual or a 6-speed dual-clutch EDC 
automatic available with the TCe 120.                                                                                                      
My all too brief time with the latest 
Captur allowed me to sample the more 
powerful of the diesels and it delivered 
reasonable performance.                                                              
No reason that Renault can not continue 
to attract customers to the Captur and 
capture top European sales once again. 
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